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Abstract—Radio frequency sensor networks are becoming
increasingly popular as an indoor localization and monitoring
technology for gaining unobtrusive situational awareness of
the surrounding environment. The localization effort in these
networks is built upon the well-established fact that the received
signal strength measurements vary due to a person’s presence on
the line-of-sight of a transmitter-receiver pair. To date, modeling
this decrease in received signal strength and utilizing it for
localization purposes have received a considerable amount of
attention in the research field. However, when the person is in the
close vicinity of the line-of-sight but not obstructing it, the signal
reflected from the human body is also affecting the received signal
strength and can be used for occupancy assessment purposes. In
this paper, we first model the effect of human-induced reflections
as a function of communication frequency, and then use the model
as a basis for energy based occupancy detection. The derived
methods are evaluated numerically and the detection probability
of the proposed detector is validated with experimental data. The
results suggest that when more than eight frequency channels
are utilized, presence of a person can be detected using RSS
measurements of a single transmit-receive pair with detection
probability higher than 0.95 and false alarm probability less
than 0.01 in an area of 2 x 2.5 m2. Moreover, the important
implications of the studied methods on the available narrowband
radio frequency sensor network applications are discussed in
detail.
Index Terms—Device-free localization, Low-cost wireless de-
vices, signal detection, received signal strength measurements
I. INTRODUCTION
Dense wireless sensor network deployments of low-cost and
low-power nodes have recently been exploited for new sensing
possibilities where the wireless propagation medium is probed.
In general, these systems utilize received signal strength (RSS)
measurements of the radio for gaining situational awareness of
the surrounding environment and therefore, they are commonly
referred to as RF sensor networks [1]. These networks can
be used for unobtrusive monitoring purposes such as device-
free localization (DFL) [1] and non-invasive respiration rate
monitoring [2]. An important advantage of RF sensor networks
is that they can be realized using any wireless technology
capable of measuring the RSS. The most common implementa-
tion platform is IEEE 802.15.4 based nodes [3], [4], however,
WLAN [5] and RFID [6] also enable RSS-based DFL. The
technology has already been demonstrated for applications
such as ambient assisted living [7], residential monitoring
[4], security and emergency surveillance [8], and roadside
surveillance [9].
RSS-based DFL is built upon the fact that people alter the
propagation channel when they are close to the line-of-sight
(LoS) of a TX-RX pair, resulting to different RSS readings
at the RX [1], [3]. For such a localization system, there are
four problems that need to be considered: i.) modeling the RSS
measurements as a function of the person’s position, geometry
and electrical properties, ii.) detecting the person’s presence,
iii.) classifying how the person is altering the RF signals, and
iv.) location inference from the RSS measurements. The mea-
surement models describe how people affect the propagation
medium and relate this to the observed RSS. The detection
problem aims to identify when a person is in the monitored
area whereas classification seeks to identify the underlying
cause of the measurement. The location of a person can be
inferred from the RSS measurements by using an imaging
approach referred as radio tomographic imaging (RTI) [3] or
formulating the problem as a statistical inverse problem and
solving it using sequential Monte Carlo methods [10]. In this
paper, we aim at detecting a person in the monitored area
using RSS measurements of a single TX-RX pair.
The RSS measurement models are closely related with
the multipath propagation channel [1]. In a multipath rich
environment, presence of objects in the propagation medium
can alter existing or create additional multipath components
while leaving some others unaffected. At the receiver, the
observed variation on the received signal depends the prop-
agation mechanism(s) affecting each component. The mecha-
nisms altering them are: scattering, diffraction and reflection
from the object’s surface, transmission through the object’s
interior, and propagation losses [11, ch. 3]. For example, a
person on the LoS (within the first Fresnel zone) causes the
transmitted signal to experience a considerable loss known
as shadowing [12]. This observation can be explained by the
combined effects of transmission through human tissue [13]
and diffraction [14]. On the other hand, when the person is
far away from LoS (outside of the first Fresnel zone), the
impact of diffraction can be ignored [14], leaving scattering
and reflection as the propagation mechanisms that need to
be considered [15]. In this paper, it is assumed that the
wavelength(s) of the measurement system is much smaller than
the geometrical extent of the human body so that reflection can
be considered as the sole dominating mechanism. Therefore,
in this work we only consider human-induced reflections when
the person is far away from LoS. The interested readers are
invited to view the video clip accompanying our recent work
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2[13], which shows the variation of measured RSS as a function
of person’s position [16].
The RSS models also depend on whether the underlying
measurement system is narrowband or wideband. These sys-
tems have fundamentally different models for the propaga-
tion channel [17, ch. 7], inevitably affecting the information
available for detection and localization purposes. For wideband
systems such as radar, and UWB and OFDM based communi-
cation systems; granularity of the measurements allows utiliza-
tion of the well-known channel impulse response model. This
model can be used for determining phase and amplitude of
individual resolvable multipath components. On the contrary,
the RSS measurements of narrowband systems is a function
of phasor sum of all multipath components impinging on
the RX antenna and therefore, individual components cannot
be resolved. As a consequence, the RSS measurements of
narrowband systems are not as informative for detection and
localization purposes. In this paper, we consider narrowband
systems, and thus, the detection methods developed for wide-
band systems cannot be utilized.
Detecting presence of a person in the monitored area is
one of the outputs of DFL systems that can be utilized for
occupancy assessment [18] in applications such as people
counting [19], residential monitoring [4] or some home au-
tomation systems [20]. Typically, this is achieved by first
localizing the person using human-induced RSS-variations
due to shadowing, and then by making the occupancy de-
cision. Since occupancy assessment only requires a binary
input indicating a person’s presence, detecting human-induced
reflections independent of location inference enables different
system optimization opportunities that are crucial for real-
world DFL deployments. First, the computational complexity
of the detector can be scaled for embedded implementations
in the node to allow local decisions and distributed processing.
Second, the power requirements of the DFL system can
be decreased by duty-cycling when the environment is not
occupied, which is a preliminary requirement of low-power
deployments [21]. Third, the required number of nodes can be
substantially reduced by detecting human-induced reflections
since a TX-RX pair can monitor a larger area around the
LoS. Therefore, detecting human-induced reflections is very
important in RSS-based DFL and in this paper, the problem
is further elaborated.
In this work, detection of human-induced reflections using
RSS measurements of low-cost narrowband transceivers is
studied. The effect of human-induced single bounce reflection
on RSS measurements of coherent receivers is derived. It
is shown that the effect is a periodic function of commu-
nication frequency with closed form trigonometric Fourier
series coefficients. Based on this finding, an energy detec-
tor operating on RSS measurements at different frequency
channels is introduced. Despite the fact that the benefits of
utilizing multi-channel RSS measurements for localization
purposes are known in DFL literature [22], to the best of
our knowledge, there is no published work modeling the
impact of reflected signal as a function of frequency and
utilizing the model for detection purposes. We further give
a closed form expressions for probability of detection, false
alarm, and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the
introduced energy detector. The derived methods are evaluated
numerically, and detection probability of the studied detector
is validated with experimental data. The results suggests that
when more than eight channels are utilized, the presence of a
person can be detected using RSS measurements of a single
TX-RX pair with detection probability higher than 0.95 and
false alarm probability less than 0.01 in an area of 2×2.5 m2.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the related work is summarized. In Section III
the considered problem is defined and a mathematical model
for human-induced reflections is introduced. In Section IV,
the energy detector which utilizes RSS measurements on the
different frequency channels is presented and the numerical
results are given. The probability of detection is validated
experimentally in Section V. The implications and implemen-
tation possibilities are discussed in Section VI and thereafter,
conclusions are drawn in Section VII. Major notations used
throughout the paper are given in Table I.
II. RELATED WORK
The detection of objects is the fundamental problem of
radar [23], which usually utilizes a wideband measurement
equipment for localization and detection [24]. Similarly, com-
munication system such as UWB [25] and high-rate OFDM
[26] provide fine grained information about the propagation
medium that can be used for the same purposes. In this work,
narrowband systems that cannot resolve individual multipath
components are considered.
Augmenting the RSS measurement models of narrowband
systems to include reflections has been recently studied by
Kaltiokallio et. al [13]. In the work, it is demonstrated that
including reflections to the model enhances the localization
accuracy of RSS-based DFL while size of the monitored
area is increased. In this work, the detection problem is
studied independent of location interference, and an energy
based detector operating on RSS measurements at different
frequency channels is introduced.
In RSS-based DFL, person’s presence can be detected
independent of location inference. The system proposed by
Kosba et al. [27] seeks for anomalies in RSS measurements
to detect a person. The system refines the false alarm rate
by cross validating decisions of different RSS sequences. The
detection method proposed by Mrazovac et al. [28] is based
on candid covariance-free incremental principle component
analysis. This method also uses a sequence of RSS measure-
ments to first find the principle components, which are then
used for calculating probabilities and information entropy to
make the decision. Compared to the aforementioned works,
the energy based detector studied in this work makes the fol-
lowing contributions. First, the detector has low computational
overhead and memory footprint. Second, parameters of the
detector are related to the reflected signal allowing one to
attribute the decisions to a certain region of space. Third,
the energy detector is solely based on RSS measurements
on different frequency channels and it does not require a
temporal sequence of RSS measurements. Thus, the algorithm
3TABLE I
MAJOR NOTATIONS
Rm m dimensional Real and integer space.
j, e, eˆ j =
√−1, and base of natural logarithm, and eˆ =
10 log10(e).
t, τ Time and delay in respective order.
r(t), s(t) Received and transmitted signals.
Ts,fc Symbol period and carrier frequency.
c0, β Free space propagation speed and inverse wavelength, β =
fc
/
c0.
αi, φi, τi Amplitude, phase and delay of ith multipath component of
the received signal.
Pr , Ps The power of received and transmitted signal.
n(t) Zero-mean complex Gaussian white noise with two-sided
power spectral density N0
/
2.
Γ, η Reflection coefficient and path loss exponent.
r , θ Relative permittivity and incidence angle.
p, pt, pr A point in Euclidean space R2, p = [x y]T , and the
positions of TX and RX in R2.
d, ∆ The distance between TX and RX, d = ‖pr − pt‖, and
excess path length traveled by the wave reflected from point
p, ∆ = ‖p− pt‖+ ‖p− pr‖ − d.
PLoS The LoS signal power.
C , C, β¯ Channel set, number of channels, and average inverse wave-
length in C .
βl, ξ Inverse wavelength of lth channel in C , and ξ = βl+1−βl.
z(·), ζ(·), ν Observation, the reflected signal function, and measurement
noise in dB.
Pζ , Eζ Power and energy of ζ(·).
Pf , Pd Probability of false alarm and detection.
H0, H1 Null hypothesis and its alternative.
can be implemented on constrained devices enabling fast
decision about the presence of a person which in turn brings
several advantages such as: decision refinement using different
time samples, reduced communication protocol complexity,
and enabling duty-cycling for low-power operation when the
monitored area is vacant.
A person’s effect on RSS is restricted by sensitivity region
of the TX-RX pair. In terms of detectability, this region can
be defined as the area where the person’s presence can be
detected with very high probability. In RSS-based DFL, the
spatial models describing the sensitivity region are restricted
to a very narrow region around the LoS [3], [4], [29], [30],
[31] and therefore, these models only account for shadowing.
Such an approach necessarily implies that when the person is
in the sensitivity region, the detection probability is 1 within
the entire region. Augmenting the RSS measurement models
to include reflections renders new challenges including non-
uniform and unconnected spatial probability distribution of
detectability. Therefore, one of the most important results of
this work is the spatial distribution of detection probability,
which can be utilized for localization purposes and pre-
deployment system optimization.
III. BACKGROUND
A. System Overview
In this work, the effect of human-induced reflections is
studied. The emphasis of the paper is on detecting human-
induced reflections using RSS measurements. In order to sim-
plify the analysis, an idealized deployment scenario, illustrated
in Fig. 1a, is considered. The TX follows a multi-channel
transmission schedule and the RX is programmed to listen
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. In (a), overview of the studied scenario and the reference frame. In
(b), the transmission schedule
the ongoing transmissions as shown in Fig. 1b, which is the
single transmitter version of the schedule discussed in [21].
The narrowband communication system is presumed to
fulfill the following assumptions. i.) The wavelength is much
smaller than average geometrical extent of the human body.
ii.) The nodes have coherent receivers so that the reference
signal can be defined. iii.) The RX always synchronizes to the
LoS signal. iv.) The antennas are assumed to have an ideal
frequency response and gain patterns, and they are vertically
polarized. v.) The instantaneous in-phase and quadrature digi-
tal signals are not accessible but the RX is able to output one
RSS measurement at each packet reception.
In the analyzed scenario, a person is in the close vicinity
of the LoS without obstructing it. Otherwise, the environment
is assumed to be stationary so that the communication sys-
tem only experiences slow fading. Under this condition, the
transmission schedule shown in Fig. 1b allows one to acquire
RSS measurements altered by the same propagation channel
if the time difference between measurements at the first and
last frequency channels is small. For a single TX, it is easy
to communicate over multiples of frequency channels and
satisfy the aforementioned condition. On the other hand, for
multiple transmitters the condition is satisfied by the schedule
introduced in [21] because each TX broadcasts sequentially
on the different channels before changing the transmitting
node. However, with large number of nodes and channels,
the coherence time of the propagation channel is likely to be
exceeded using the schedule in [7]. Therefore, if one is inter-
ested in similar analysis using multiples of transmitters and
frequency channels, the utilized schedule should be selected
appropriately.
B. Physical Considerations
The presence of an object in the LoS neighborhood, as
shown in Fig. 1a, inevitably causes some of the propagating
waves to reflect and scatter from its surface. The relative
4importance of reflection and scattering on the received signal
depends on the wavelength and object’s position, surface and
electrical properties. These parameters define roughness of
the surface which is the ratio of reflected and scattered RF
power [32]. If the object does not have sharp edges compared
to the wavelength, the ratio of mean fluctuating power of
the electric field (incoherent power) to the power of mean
electric field (coherent power) can be used for evaluating the
roughness. Based on this ratio, the surfaces can be classified
as flat, slightly rough or very rough. For carrier frequencies
considered in this paper, the average human body surface can
be taken as slightly rough so that the flat surface reflection is
the dominating effect altering the received signal.
For the general reflection problem, the ratio between electric
field intensities of incident and reflected waves is given by
the Fresnel reflection coefficient [33, ch. 4]. The coefficient
depends on polarization of the incident wave with respect to
the plane of incidence, incidence angle θ, electrical properties
of the reflection surface, and the wavelength. When the TX
antenna is standing in the direction perpendicular to plane of
incidence (z axis in Fig. 1a), the electric field intensity of
the emitted wave is oriented along the same axis. In other
words, the reflected waves only have perpendicular polariza-
tion, which yields negative Fresnel reflection coefficient for
all incidence angles. In what follows, we represent the Fresnel
reflection coefficient with non-negative reflection coefficient Γ
and the sign as pi radians additional phase.
The reflection coefficient is affected by electrical properties
of the dielectric boundary. Considering humans, clothing is
the dielectric boundary, for which the relative permittivity
r = 1.5− 2 in 2.4 – 2.5 GHz [34]. Such values imply small
reflected RF power when the incidence angle is large. On
the other hand, for (dry) human skin, which is the second
reflection layer, r = 38 in the same frequency band [35]. This
value of r implies high reflected RF power for all incidence
angles. Although the reflected RF power has complex relation
with electrical properties of the dielectric boundaries, the
impact on RSS is expected to be large. In the remainder of
the paper we assume unknown but constant Γ , Γ(θ, r)
satisfying 0.2 ≤ Γ ≤ 0.7.
C. Received Signal Power Measurements
In case the propagation environment is completely empty
except the person, there are two multipath components im-
pinging on the receiver antenna; the LoS signal and the single
bounce reflected signal. The received complex baseband signal
in such a scenario can be written as [36, ch. 13]
r(t) =
2∑
i=1
αi(t)e
−j2pifcτis(t− τi) + n(t),
where fc is the center frequency, αi(t) and τi are amplitude
and phase of ith multipath component in respective order, n(t)
is complex Gaussian zero-mean noise with two-sided power
spectral density N0/2, and s(t) is the transmitted signal of
duration Ts. If the coherent receiver is synchronized to the
LoS signal, τ1 = 0 and for the systems with no inter symbol
interference, 0 < τ2  Ts. If we further suppose that the
propagation medium is constant for the time period of interest,
the amplitudes of individual components are constant, and the
received signal is given by
r(t) = α1s(t) + α2e
−jφs(t− τ2) + n(t), (1)
where φ = 2pifcτ2 = 2pi∆fc/c0. For a quadrature modulation
scheme with the same in-phase and quadrature shaping pulses
and when n(t) is mean ergodic, the received signal power
calculated for a large time window T  Ts is given by
Pr =
(
α21 + α
2
2 + 2α1α2 cos(φ)
)
Ps + nˆ, (2)
where nˆ denotes the noise contaminating the power measure-
ments.
The amplitude of the reflected signal is Γ fraction of
the incident signal, and it has pi radians additional phase
due sign of the Fresnel reflection coefficient. Furthermore,
the amplitude of both components in Eq.(1) have the same
amplitude decay rate if both experience the same realization
of fading, which can be modeled as a cite-dependent path-loss
exponent η. In this case, the amplitudes of the components
decrease with (−η/2)th exponent of the traversed path-length,
α1 ≈ d−η/2, α2 ≈ −Γ (d+ ∆)−η/2 ,
where ∆ is the excess path length traversed by the reflected
waves. Substituting these into Eq.(2) yields
Pr = 1 + Γ
2(1 + ∆/d)−η
dη
(
1− κ(∆) cos(φ)
)
Ps + nˆ, (3)
where the amplitude of the sinusoidal term is
κ(∆) , 2Γ (1 + ∆/d)
η
2
Γ2 + (1 + ∆/d)η
. (4)
The derivations for the ideal scenario can be easily extended
to cover more general conditions by including additional losses
encountered in practical deployments. In logarithmic scale,
these effects can be represented by a frequency dependent pa-
rameter PdB0 (fc) and additional stochastic parameters can be
added to measurement noise. Therefore, the RSS measurement
in logarithmic-scale can be written as
PdBr = PdBLoS(fc) + ζ(∆,Γ, fc) + ν(fc), (5)
where ν(fc) is the measurement noise and PdBLoS(fc) =
PdB0 (fc)− 10η log10(d) is the LoS signal power.
The LoS signal power PdBLoS(fc) represents time invariant
(or very slowly varying) properties of the measurements setup.
If it is assumed constant throughout the experiment, it can
be estimated when the environment is vacant. In this case,
since ν(fc) can be assumed zero mean and mean ergodic,
an ensemble average of K time samples is an estimate of
PdBLoS(fc),
PˆdBLoS(fc) ,
1
K
K−1∑
k=0
PdBr (kCTp, fc), (6)
where k is the time sample index and Tp is the packet rate at
the channel with carrier frequency fc. In the remainder of this
paper, we suppose that the estimate PˆdBLos(K, fc) is subtracted
5from the measurements so that we have measurement model
in the form
z(∆,Γ, fc) , ζ(∆,Γ, fc) + ν(fc). (7)
Therefore, when the person is in the environment, ζ(∆,Γ, fc)
can be detected using signal in noise techniques.
The effect of reflected signal in Eq. (7) is given by
ζ(∆,Γ, fc) , 10 log10
(
1 + Γ2
(
1 + ∆/d
)−η)
+ 10 log10
(
1− κ(∆) cos(φ)
)
.
(8)
Since ζ(∆,Γ, fc) is a periodic function, in Appendix A it is
shown that
ζ(∆,Γ, β = fc/c0) = −2eˆ
∞∑
i=1
ai cos(2pii∆β), (9)
where
ai , Ai/i, A , Γ(1 + ∆/d)−
η
2 . (10)
It is to be noted that ζ(∆,Γ, fc) in linear scale is a single
tone shifted sinusoidal with frequency ∆. However, invert-
ing the measurement z(∆,Γ, fc) to linear scale changes the
model and nature of the noise from additive to multiplicative.
On the other hand, in logarithmic scale the reflected signal
has periodic variations with communication frequency whose
harmonics are non-zero for finite ∆. Therefore, the received
signal power measurements in logarithmic scale at different
frequency channels are samples from a periodic function,
whose frequency ∆ also affects its Fourier coefficients ai.
IV. DETECTION OF REFLECTIONS
In this section, the probability of detection for a given false
alarm probability is introduced. For this purpose, first the
signal energy model and its two approximations are derived.
Then, exact expressions for probability of false alarm and
detection are given. Finally, numerical evaluations of the
derivations in previous and this section are presented.
A. Signal Energy
Let us denote the operation frequencies of the communica-
tion system by an ordered set C = {fc,l : fc,l+1 > fc,l, l =
1, 2 · · ·C}, so that we have
φl = 2pi∆
fc,l
c0
= 2pi∆βl = 2pi∆ (β1 + (l − 1)ξ) .
The total energy of the measurements given in Eq. (7) for
fixed ∆ calculated over all the channels in C is given by
Ez(∆,Γ) ,
C∑
l=1
(
ζ(∆,Γ, βl) + νl
)2
,
where νl = ν(βl). If zero-mean νl is also mean ergodic, energy
of the measurements can be approximated by
Ez(∆,Γ) ≈ Eζ(∆,Γ) +
C∑
l=1
ν2l , (11)
where Eζ(∆,Γ) is the energy of the signal in Eq. (8). The
approximation improves as C increases.
The signal in Eq. (8) is a periodic function, which has
Fourier series expansion with simple coefficients given in
Eq. (10). Thus, the signal power can be written using Par-
seval’s identity as
Pζ(∆,Γ) , 4eˆ2
∞∑
i=1
a2i = 4eˆ
2
∞∑
i=1
A2i
i2
= 4eˆ2 Li2(A
2), (12)
where Li2(·) is the dilog function [37]. The monotonicity of
dilog function implies that the signal power increases with
increasing A. In turn, A is monotonically increasing function
of Γ and decreasing function of ∆ so that the signal power
is maximum for ∆ = 0. Furthermore, for Γ ≤ 0.7, the first
two harmonics contain more than 96.76% of the total signal
power for all ∆. This implies that for most practical purposes
ζ(∆,Γ, β) can be approximated by
ζ¯(∆,Γ, β) , −2eˆ
(
a1 cos(2pi∆β) + a2 cos(4pi∆β)
)
. (13)
In Appendix B, it is shown that the energy of ζ¯(∆,Γ, β),
denoted by Eζ¯(∆,Γ), for odd C is given by Eq. (14), and the
exact expression for even C is more involved but it can be
approximated using Eq. (14).
Accuracy of the approximating Eζ(∆,Γ) with Eζ¯(∆,Γ)
depends on ∆ and amplitude of the higher order harmonics.
For large ∆
(
∆ > 1
/
(2Cξ)
)
, the difference between Eζ¯(∆,Γ)
and Eζ(∆,Γ) is low since the measurements contain frequen-
cies more than one period of the second and higher order
harmonics. In this ∆ region, the signal energy approaches
to its average value and it is possible to further approximate
Eζ(∆,Γ) with the first term of Eq. (14), that is,
E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ) , 4eˆ2C
a21 + a
2
2
2
≈ Eζ¯(∆,Γ) ≈ Eζ(∆,Γ). (15)
B. Energy Detector
In this paper, we are interested in detecting the reflected
signal, which can be formulated as binary hypothesis testing.
The measurements given in Eq. (11) can be tested for presence
of the reflected signal against absence of it, that is,
H0 : Ez =
C∑
l=1
ν2l , H1 : Ez = Eζ +
C∑
l=1
ν2l
An energy detector makes a decision based on a threshold
associated with the decision criteria of the binary hypothesis
testing [38, ch. 2]. If priori probabilities of the hypothesis are
known and it is possible to assign costs for transitions, then
the Bayesian criterion can be utilized. If either of these cannot
be determined, the Neyman-Pearson criterion should be used.
For the considered problem it is not an easy task to determine
prior probabilities and assign costs for transitions, thus the
Neyman-Pearson criterion is better suited.
Let us denote the probability of false alarm by Pf ,
Pr
{Ez > X∣∣H0} and probability of detection by Pd ,
Pr
{Ez > X∣∣H1} for decision threshold X . The Neyman-
Pearson criterion is to constrain Pf and then seek for a
6Eζ¯(∆,Γ) = 4eˆ2
(
C
a21 + a
2
2
2
+ a1a2 cos(2pi∆β¯)
sin(pi∆Cξ)
sin(pi∆ξ)
+
a21
2
cos(4pi∆β¯)
sin(2pi∆Cξ)
sin(2pi∆ξ)
+ a1a2 cos(6pi∆β¯)
sin(3pi∆Cξ)
sin(3pi∆ξ)
+
a22
2
cos(8pi∆β¯)
sin(4pi∆Cξ)
sin(4pi∆ξ)
) (14)
decision threshold that maximizes Pd. Therefore, performance
of a detector can be evaluated by variation of Pd with Pf ,
which is also known as the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC).
In case the Fourier coefficients in Eq. (10) are taken as
deterministic, the problem at hand is energy detection of an
unknown deterministic signal. If it is further supposed that νl
is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence
of Gaussian random variables, the problem corresponds to
the one studied by Urkowitz in his seminal work on the
subject [39]. The aforementioned problem is extended for
quasi-deterministic signals by Kostylev [40], and Digham
et al. has given closed form expressions for probability of
detection and false alarm [41]. The energy detection problem
for i.i.d. noise sequence case has also been studied for random
amplitudes [41], but we assume that the unknown signal is
deterministic and do not consider statistical properties of the
Fourier coefficients.
In Appendix C, it shown that the distribution of the energy
detector output is tractable when νl is i.i.d. or when means are
different but variances are identical. Energy detector output
for other cases has different characteristics such that the cor-
responding distribution function either does not have a closed
form expression or only has an infinite series representation.
Therefore, we give Pd and Pf for i.i.d. νl.
If H0 is true, the output of the energy detector is the square
sum of C zero-mean Gaussian random variables with equal
variance σ2. For this case, Ez(∆,Γ) has C degrees of freedom
chi-squared distribution with density function [36, p. 45]
fχ(Ez) = 1
(2σ2)
C/2
γ(C/2, 0)
E C2 −1z e−
Ez
2σ2 , (16)
where γ(·, ·) is (upper) incomplete gamma function [42, sec.
6.5]. On the other hand, in case H1 is true, Ez(∆,Γ) has C
degrees of freedom non-central chi-squared distribution with
non-centrality parameter µ, whose density function is given
by [36, p. 46]
fχ′(Ez) =
(
Ez
µ
)C−2
4
2σ2
e−
Ez+µ
2σ2 IC
2 −1
(√
µEz
σ2
)
, (17)
where Iv(·) is vth order modified Bessel function of first kind
[42, sec. 9.6]. The non-centrality parameter of the distribution
in Eq. (17) is µ = Eζ(∆,Γ). For these density functions of
Ez , Pf and Pd are given by
Pf = γ¯
(
C
2
,
X
2σ2
)
=
γ
(
C
2 ,
X
2σ2
)
γ
(
C
2 , 0
) (18)
Pd = QC/2
(√
Eζ
σ2
,
√
X
σ2
)
(19)
where γ¯(·, ·) is regularized upper incomplete gamma function,
and QC/2(·, ·) is the generalized Marcum Q-function. It is
important to note that the expression of Pd is only valid for
even C.
Since γ¯(·, ·) has an inverse γ¯−1(·, ·), the decision threshold
can be determined from Pf using
X = 2σ2γ¯−1
(
C
2
, Pf
)
. (20)
Therefore, ROC is obtained as a function of ∆, Γ and d by
writing Pd in terms of Pf as
Pd = QC/2
(√
Eζ
σ2
,
√
2γ¯−1
(
C
2
, Pf
))
. (21)
C. Numerical Evaluation
The derivations given up to this point are evaluated numer-
ically and the results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In Fig. 2,
the reflected signal and its energy derivations are evaluated
using the numerical values calculated for c0 = 3 ·108 m/s and
η = 3 over frequency band defined by 2.405 GHz starting
frequency and 80 MHz bandwidth. The center frequency of
the channels are equally spaced and the center frequency of
the band is fixed to 2.4425 GHz. In Fig. 3, probability of
detection related numerical results are shown.
The validity of Fourier series expansion in Eq. (8) is eval-
uated through its two term approximation given in Eq. (13).
In Fig. 2a, the variation of Eq. (8) and Eq. (13) with ∆ for
Γ = 0.2 and Γ = 0.7 at fc = 2.4425 GHz are shown. For
Γ = 0.2, there is no visible difference between the reflected
signal and its approximation. However, once Γ is increased to
0.7 there is a slight observable difference. This follows from
the fact that the signal power given in Eq. (12) and Fourier
series coefficients in Eq. (10) are monotonically increasing
functions of Γ, and higher order harmonics increase faster
than the first two harmonics. However, the approximation is
accurate enough for the cases satisfying the prior assumption
Γ ≤ 0.7.
The reflected signal energy approximations given in Eq. (14)
and Eq. (15) are validated by calculating their variation with
∆ for Γ = 0.7 as shown in Fig. 2b. The numerical values
are calculated for 16 of 5 MHz separated channels in the
specified band, which correspond to frequency channels of
2.4 GHz ISM band IEEE 802.15.4-2006 radios. As expected,
the reflected signal energy decreases with increasing ∆. Fur-
thermore, the approximation given in Eq. (14) is very close
to the true signal energy for all values of ∆. On the other
hand, the approximation given in Eq. (15) is close to the
energy for ∆ > 1.5, which is in coherence with the value
1
/
(2Cξ) = 1.875 m and the energy is close to its mean
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Fig. 2. Numerical evaluation of reflected signal. In (a), variation of ζ(∆,Γ, β) and ζ¯(∆,Γ, β) with ∆ and Γ ∈ {0.2, 0.7} at 2.4425 GHz for d = 3 m. In
(b), variation of Eζ(∆,Γ), Eζ¯(∆,Γ) and E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ) in dB with ∆ for Γ = 0.7, C = 16 and d = 3 m. In (c), variation of E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ) with ∆, d ∈ {2, 3} m
and C ∈ {2, 8, 16} for Γ = 0.35.
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Fig. 3. Numerical evaluation of probability of detection. In (a), ROC for different Eζ
/
(Cσ2) for C = 16. In (b), variation of Pd with Eζ
/
(Cσ2) in dB
and C ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16} for Pf = 6 · 10−6. In (c), variation of Pd with ∆ and Γ ∈ {0.20, 0.35} for d = 3 m, Pf = 6 · 10−6, C = 16, and σ = 0.5.
value. To note, the difference between Eζ(∆,Γ), Eζ¯(∆,Γ)
and E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ) is the highest at ∆ = l
/
β¯ = 0.1228l m for
l = 1, · · · . Therefore, the probability of detection is not
expected to have uniform spatial distribution.
The average reflected signal energy E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ), defined in
Eq. (15), as a function of ∆, for C ∈ {2, 8, 16}, and
d ∈ {2, 3} m are depicted in Fig. 2c. As shown, E¯ζ¯(∆,Γ)
grows with increasing d as implied by definition of A in
Eq. (10). Furthermore, E¯z¯(∆,Γ) is an increasing function of
C. However, the rate of increase is decreasing, that is, the
gain is the most significant for small number of frequency
channels. Therefore, for a given band it is possible to find
an optimal number of channels that yields a desired reflected
signal energy on the average.
In Fig. 3a, the ROC of the energy detector for C = 16 and
different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values, given by
SNR , Eζ
/(
Cσ2
)
,
are shown. As the SNR increases, the probability of detection
increases for Pf ∈ [1 · 10−7, 1 · 10−5] as implied by Eq. (19).
For C = 16, Pf = 6 · 10−6 yields high detection probability
when the SNR is 4 or more. For this particular Pf value
(corresponding to threshold X = 53.6117σ2 for C = 16),
variation of Pd with SNR and C ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16} are shown in
Fig. 3b. For a fixed SNR, the detection probability increases
with increasing number of channels because the approximation
in Eq. (11) becomes more accurate.
In Fig. 3c, the variation of Pd with ∆ for Γ ∈ {0.2, 0.35},
Pf = 6 · 10−6, C = 16 and σ = 0.5 is shown. Since
the average reflected signal energy increase with Γ, on the
average Pd increases with Γ. However, the detection proba-
bility is not a monotonic function of ∆. Rather, it has valleys
especially when ∆ is small (< 1.0 m) for both Γ values.
The spatial distribution of detection probability of the TX-
RX pair evaluated in Fig. 3c is shown in Fig. 4 for Γ = 0.35.
There are narrow regions close to LoS with zero detection
probability. However, on the points yielding 1.5 < ∆ < 2, the
detection probability is high. Therefore, the energy detector
can be used for detecting the reflected signal in a relatively
large region around LoS with high probability even with low
quality receivers provided that Γ ≥ 0.35.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Measuring the impact of human-induced reflections on RSS,
in general, requires accurately locating the person since the
excess path length is very sensitive to misplacement. The rate
of change of excess path length with either of the position
coordinates is a monotonically increasing function of the
absolute value of the coordinates. In other words, when the
person is not obstructing the LoS, a very small displacement
causes the excess path length to change comparable to wave-
length, which in turn changes impact of the reflected signal in
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of detection probability of a TX-RX pair with
d = 3 m for Γ = 0.35, Pf = 6 · 10−6, C = 16, and σ = 0.5
Fig. 5. Experimental setup
accordance with Eq. (8). Therefore, evaluation of the presented
development is a difficult task.
In this section, the empirical data acquired using the exper-
imental setup depicted in Fig. 5 are used for showing that the
presented energy detector can detect a person’s presence in a
relatively large area around the LoS. We first give the details
of the measurement setup and conducted experiments, and
then summarize the detection performance with the acquired
measurements.
A. Measurement Setup and Experiments
The measurement setup illustrated in Fig. 5 is composed
of a single antenna pair. One of the antennas is directly
connected to the TX node while the other antenna is connected
to a directional coupler to enable simultaneous acquisition
of the RSS using a real-time spectrum analyzer (RSA) and
the RX node. In order to restrict the reflections to the region
of interest (the gridded region in Fig. 5), vertically polarized
directional antennas with 90◦ horizontal beam width, almost
flat gain pattern and 12 dBi gain are utilized. The used nodes
are equipped with Texas Instruments CC2431 IEEE 802.15.4
PHY/MAC compliant transceivers. The transceivers’ micro-
controller unit runs a communication software and a modified
version of the FreeRTOS micro-kernel operating system.
The TX node is programmed to transmit packets over each
of the 16 frequency channels defined by the IEEE 802.15.4-
2006 standard at the 2.4 GHz ISM band according to the
schedule shown in Fig. 1b. The transmission interval is aligned
to 2 ms corresponding to Tp = 32 milliseconds for each
frequency channel. The RX node timestamps the packets
with a resolution of 1/32 microseconds when the start of
frame delimiter is received. The packets are stored to a SD
memory card of the node for off-line analysis. On average,
the time interval between receptions is 2.08 milliseconds with
a standard deviation of 160.00 microseconds. The RSA is
configured to cover the frequency band between 2.400 GHz
to 2.490 GHz with 500 kHz resolution and to acquire samples
for a duration of 128 microseconds in DPX mode of operation.
The amplitude trace of the 90 MHz bandwidth is represented
using 10401 points. The operation of the RSA is remotely
controlled by a portable computer. A query is sent to the
RSA to output the peak amplitude trace data calculated for
the most recent dwell time. The result is read asynchronously
on average once every 47.76 ms with a standard deviation of
11.89 ms. The acquired trace values together with the time of
request information are stored for off-line analysis.
The aforementioned measurement setup is placed in a
4.63 × 4.00 m2 office room. The room area is represented
by a grid of 25 points, which are 0.5 m apart from each other
in both spatial directions. A unique identifier is assigned to
each grid point in the room as visualized in Fig. 5. During
the experiments, the person stands still for 30 seconds on
each grid point, starting from the point with identifier 1. After
30 seconds, the person moves to the next point in the grid with
+1 identifier. Before the person enters to the room, two empty
room measurement sets are acquired (both for 2 minutes). One
of the data sets is used for calculating PˆdBLoS(fc) and σ2. The
other is used for false alarm rate calculation. The experiments
are repeated for d = 2 and 3 m.
B. Practical Considerations and Measurement Pre-processing
The introduced detector is built upon the assumption that the
measurement noise at the different frequency channels is an
i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian sequence. However, the probability
density function of the measurement noise is typically a
skewed function as earlier reported by several researchers
[29], [30]. The acquired measurements of both systems also
exhibit the same behavior, inevitably affecting the detection
performance. In order to overcome this difficulty, the variance
of the noise should be increased to reach a desired false
alarm rate. This approach is equivalent to finding a Gaussian
density which covers the tails of the skewed measurement
noise density. Therefore, empty room measurements should
be used for calibrating σ2.
The RSS measurements of the RSA and RX node have
different characteristics. In the aforementioned configuration,
the RSA is operated as a wideband incoherent receiver which
9can output high resolution spectral measurements. Thus, the
calculated RSS values are contaminated with wideband noise,
which has the same moments for all frequency channels. On
the other hand, low-resolution RSS measurements of the RX
node are contaminated with narrowband noise, which can
have different moments at different frequency channels. This
difference can originate from small variations in frequency
response of the RF front-end hardware. Therefore, the RSA
measurements can be used as reference measurements.
The acquired measurements are low-pass filtered by a 64th
order FIR filter in direct form II with 1 Hz cut-off frequency
and maximally flat frequency response. The selected cut-off
frequency is lower than the expected Doppler spread of a
typical indoor channel. However, since the person is stationary,
the filter removes out-of-band noise. More importantly, the low
quality measurements of the RX node reaches the quality of
the RSA measurements [2]. The increased response time of
the detector, on the other hand, should be carefully evaluated
for requirements of the deployment. The selected filter order
is suitable for proof-of-concept purposes. As stated during the
derivation of Eq. (7), PˆdBLoS(fc) are subtracted from the RSS
measurements after filtering.
C. Results
TABLE II
EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS
Experiment Condition Parameter RSA RX Node
d = 2 m
σ 0.1328 0.1325
σˆ 0.1328 0.1600
C = 2
X 0.4240 0.6156
Pˆf 0.0015 0.0000
C = 4
X 0.5213 0.7569
Pˆf 0.0008 0.0000
C = 8
X 0.6794 0.9864
Pˆf 0.0023 0.0000
C = 16
X 0.9453 1.3725
Pˆf 0.0000 0.0017
d = 3 m
σ 0.1380 0.1567
σˆ 0.1380 0.1900
C = 2
X 0.4580 0.8681
Pˆf 0.0034 0.0028
C = 4
X 0.5631 1.0673
Pˆf 0.0041 0.0011
C = 8
X 0.7339 1.3910
Pˆf 0.0030 0.0006
C = 16
X 1.0212 1.9354
Pˆf 0.0045 0.0020
In Table II, the empirical parameters and false alarm rate
results are summarized. The calculated noise variance is
denoted by σ whereas its increased value is denoted by σˆ.
Using σˆ values and Pf = 6 · 10−6, the decision thresholds
X are calculated using Eq. (20) for C ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}. For the
given X , empty room measurements are used for calculating
false alarm rate Pˆf . Despite the fact that Pˆf is higher than the
specified probability Pf = 6 · 10−6, Pˆf can easily be refined
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Fig. 6. Variation of normalized measurement energy with grid point identifier.
In (a), using RSA measurement, and in (b) using RX node measurements
by cross validating the decisions associated with different time
samples.
The normalized average measurement energy for RSA and
RX node measurements as a function of grid point identifier
are shown in Fig. 6. The average measurement is calculated as
ensemble mean of all the measurements acquired at each point
and using all 16 channels and is denoted by Ez¯(∆,Γ). The
normalization with estimated noise variance scales the energy
values of different experiments to similar ranges. Based on the
variance estimates of both RSA and RX node measurements
and comparing the results shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, it can
be concluded that the filtered measurements of RSA and RX
node have very similar characteristics. Therefore, we do not
give the probability of detection results for RSA measurements
due to space limitations.
The probability of detection using the empirical data for
different d and C are shown in Fig. 7. Each graph shows the
ratio of correct detections to total number of decisions at each
grid point. The channels are selected to keep the mean fc the
same while the frequency separation is selected as large as
possible. For example, the energy is calculated using channels
1 and 16 for C = 2, and channels 1, 6, 11 and 16 for C = 4.
The results in Fig. 7 indicate that the larger d is, the better the
detection performance is as implied by the definition of A in
Eq. (10). Regardless of d, the detection probability increases
as the number of channels increases. Once the number of
channels is above 8, the detection probability is very close to 1.
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Fig. 7. Variation of calculated detection probability with number of channels
and grid point identifier. In (a), d = 2 m experiment, and in (b), d = 3 m
experiment
These results are in coherence with the numerical evaluations
in Fig. 2c and Fig. 3b. To sum up, in order to achieve high
probability of detection, the distance between TX and RX
should be selected according to size of the monitored area, and
the number of utilized frequency channels should be increased
as much as possible.
VI. DISCUSSION
The LoS signal synchronization is the most important as-
sumption for validity of the presented derivations starting from
Eq. (3). The assumption holds when the LoS signal arrives
first to the RX antenna and satisfies the conditions to initiate
the synchronization sequence. The LoS signal typically fails
to initiate the synchronization sequence if it experiences large
losses compared to the other multipath components impinging
on the RX antenna. This can result if the antenna gain pattern
is irregular and the RX is not in the direction of the main lobe
or because of the surrounding environment. Failure of the as-
sumption implies that the synchronized multipath component
is likely to alter with small changes in the environment and
with small variations in the carrier frequency since there are
multitudes of non-LoS signals with similar strengths. In this
case, the signal strengths in Eq. (2) are modulated by different
realizations of the fading so that associated path-loss exponents
cannot be assumed time-invariant and similar. However, in a
typical office environment most of the obstructing objects are
highly dielectric so that a communication system equipped
with high-quality antennas is very likely to synchronize to the
-
+
-
+
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+
+
+
+
Fig. 8. A typical implementation of the detector
LoS signal. Therefore, this assumption is not very restrictive,
but requires some attention when selecting the antenna and
deploying the system to make sure that the RX synchronizes
to LoS signal at all frequency channels.
A typical implementation of the energy detector requires
the components illustrated in Fig. 8. Since the complexity of
such a system is very low, it can be embedded in the RX
node for local decisions. This leads to reduced communication
protocol complexity and enables duty-cycling for low-power
operation when the monitored area is vacant. Furthermore,
the occupancy output can be refined using the multitudes of
decisions associated with different time samples. Therefore,
applications requiring occupancy assessment can benefit from
very low-cost and low-complexity deployments of narrowband
nodes.
The development efforts of this paper are built upon the
assumption that when a person is in the close vicinity of the
LoS (without obstructing it), the RSS measurements are altered
by human-induced reflections. This assumption is valid for
communication systems operating at the 2.4 GHz ISM band
because a person’s geometric extent is considerably larger than
the wave length. This necessarily implies that single bounce
reflections should be accounted for in RSS-based DFL systems
operating at the same or higher frequencies resulting to several
advantages. First, the measurement models more accurately
reflect the RSS changes so that enhanced localization accuracy
and resolution are expected. Second, sensitivity region of the
wireless links is increased and comparative accuracy with
respect to shadowing-based methods can be achieved with
fewer nodes. Third, the development of this paper can be
utilized in pre-deployment system design and optimization. As
an example, the distance between nodes can be determined or
optimized a priori of deployment to guarantee a demanded
spatial coverage with certain detection/false alarm probabil-
ities. This can be achieved by first inverting Eq. (21) and
then solving Eq. (15) for d. Since the ROC is a function of
excess path length, for a given false alarm probability, a spatial
distribution of detection probability can be calculated. This can
for example be used to assign probabilistic pixel weights in
imaging based methods.
The effect of human-induced reflections on the RSS model
in Eq. (9) allows one to exchange the parameters such that
either frequency or excess path length can be selected as
the variable while the other is fixed. In this work, we have
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considered excess path length as the fixed parameter, and
studied the varying frequency. However, if the excess path
length is a linear function of time, i.e. a person is moving such
that ∆ = ∆0 + δt where δ is the time derivative of ∆, for a
fixed frequency Eq. (9) has the same structure. In this case, the
energy detector can be used for identifying whether there is
a moving person in the environment. However, this approach
requires considerably higher SNR which can be achieved using
channel diversity.
Equation (9) implies that once there is an object approaching
to the LoS, the RSS measurements at all frequency channels
are altered. This observation can be utilized for discriminating
between energy increase in measurements originating from
narrowband interference, or presence of a new reflecting object
in the environment. Since in both cases the communica-
tion system experiences connectivity problems, being able to
identify the source allows the network management software
to take different countermeasures. In case the connectivity
problem is due to interference, it is enough to change the
selected communication frequencies in the transmission sched-
ule. On the other hand, if it is due to a new object, the
network topology should be altered to resolve the problem.
Therefore, the communication frequency parametrization of
reflected signal can be used for diagnosing connectivity of
wireless links, which is one of the fundamental problems in
self-healing wireless networks.
In this paper, the nodes have direct sequence spread spec-
trum physical layer. Due to this, the requirement to probe
the propagation medium over multiples of frequency channels
within the coherence time is a demanding task, and requires
a special transmission schedule control in the embedded soft-
ware. However, communication technologies with frequency
hopping and higher number of frequency channels would ease
these difficulties by providing already implemented features.
As an example, Bluetooth Low-Energy is such a communi-
cation standard supporting adaptive frequency hopping over
40 channels in the same ISM band. The frequency hopping is
part of the specification leading to a significant implementation
simplification while providing robustness against interference.
Therefore, the methods studied in this work are not limited to
a specific hardware platform or communication technology,
rather there is a broad class of commercial off-the-shelf
options.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, detection of a person in a region around a
TX-RX pair is studied. The impact of a single bounce human-
induced reflection on the RSS measurements is modeled for
narrowband coherent receivers. It is shown that the effect is a
periodic function of communication frequency, and has closed
form Fourier series representation. Based on this finding, an
energy detector operating on RSS measurements at different
frequency channels is studied. Two approximations of the
signal energy are given. The performance of the detector is
evaluated by its receiver operating characteristics, and the
detection performance is validated with experiments. The
studied detector and associated mathematical models have
important implications for RSS-based device-free localization
systems, including pre-deployment system optimization, sen-
sitivity region assignment for imaging based methods, and
aiding classification issues for sequential monte-carlo based
tracking/localization methods. Therefore, the available systems
allowing multi-channel RSS measurements can benefit from
the studied methods to improve their performance or to
optimize the deployment.
APPENDIX A
FOURIER SERIES EXPANSION OF REFLECTED SIGNAL
In this appendix, we derive the Fourier series expansion of
the reflected signal in logarithmic scale
ζ(∆,Γ, β) = eˆ ln
(
1 + Γ2
(
1 + ∆/d
)−η)
+ eˆ ln
(
1− κ(∆) cos(φ)
)
.
(22)
It can easily be shown that κ(∆) < 1 for ∆ ≥ 0 and Γ < 1,
allowing one to write
ln
(
1− κ(∆) cos(φ)
)
= −
∞∑
l=1
1
l
(
κ(∆) cos(φ)
)l
.
Since this is an an even periodic function, its trigonometric
Fourier series expansion can be written as
ln
(
1− κ(∆) cos(φ)
)
= b0 +
∞∑
i=1
bi cos(2pii∆β),
where the coefficients are given by
bi = −∆
1
2∆∫
− 12∆
∞∑
l=1
(κ(∆))l
l
cosl(2pi∆β) cos(2pii∆β)dβ.
In addition, the cosine powers can be expanded as harmonics,
cosl(φ) =

2
2l
l−1
2∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
cos
(
(l − 2i)φ) l odd
1
2l
(
l
l
2
)
+ 2
2l
l−2
2∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
cos
(
(l − 2i)φ) l even
Due to orthogonality of the sinusoidal functions, bi are poly-
nomials of κ(∆) which can be written as
bi =

−
∞∑
l=1
κ2l(∆)
2l22l
(
2l
l
)
i = 0
−
∞∑
l= i+12
2κ2l−1(∆)
(2l−1)22l−1
( 2l−1
2l−i−1
2
)
i odd
−
∞∑
l= i2
2κ2l(∆)
(2l)22l
(
2l
2l−i
2
)
i even
Note that bi < 0 for all i = 0, 1, 2 · · · , and for κ(∆) < 1
and i > 0 we have |bi| > |bi+1|. The partial sums of the
coefficients are convergent, and after simplification they can
be written as
bi =

ln
(
1
2 +
1
2
√
1− κ2(∆)
)
i = 0
−2 κi(∆)
i
(
1+
√
1−κ2(∆)
)i i > 0
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Substituting Eq.(4) into this expression yields
bi =
{
− ln (1 + Γ2(1 + ∆/d)−η) i = 0
− 2i
(
Γ(1 + ∆/d)−
η
2
)i
i > 0
One of the important consequence is the fact that b0 is equal
to additive inverse of the first term in Eq. (22). Therefore, the
effect of reflected signal can be written in terms of Fourier
series as
ζ(∆,Γ, β) = −2eˆ
∞∑
i=1
1
i
(
Γ(1 + ∆/d)−
η
2
)i
cos(2pii∆β).
APPENDIX B
SIGNAL ENERGY APPROXIMATION
The energy of the approximate reflected signal, given in
Eq. (13), is the square sum of the signals at different channels
in C ,
Eζ¯(∆,Γ) = 4eˆ2
C∑
l=1
(
a1 cos(2pi∆βl) + a2 cos(4pi∆βl)
)2
,
where the squared term can be expanded as(
a1 cos(2pi∆βl) + a2 cos(4pi∆βl)
)2
=
a21 + a
2
2
2
+ a1a2 cos(2pi∆βl) +
a21
2
cos(4pi∆βl)
+ a1a2 cos(6pi∆βl) +
a22
2
cos(8pi∆βl).
Let us denote the average inverse wavelength by β¯ =∑C
l=1 βl
/
C, so that, the sum identity of cos(·) function,
2 cos(2pi∆β¯) cos(2pi∆lξ) = cos (2pi∆(β − lξ)) +
cos (2pi∆(β + lξ)) ,
can be utilized to find an expression for Eζ¯(∆,Γ). If C > 0
is an odd integer, the average channel is in C , and we have
C∑
l=1
cos(2pi∆βl) = cos(2pi∆β¯)
1 + 2 C−12∑
l=1
cos(2pi∆lξ)

= cos(2pi∆β¯)
sin(pi∆Cξ)
sin(pi∆ξ)
,
where the second equality follows from Lagrange trigonomet-
ric identity
C−1
2∑
l=1
cos(2pi∆lξ) =
1
2
(
−1 + sin(pi∆Cξ)
sin(pi∆ξ)
)
.
If C is even, the average channel is not in C , and we have
C∑
l=1
cos(2pi∆βl) = cos(2pi∆β¯)
(
cos(pi∆Cξ)− 1+
cos(pi∆ξ)
sin
(
pi∆Cξ
)
sin(pi∆ξ)
)
.
Using the difference identity of sin(·) function, we can write
C∑
l=1
cos(2pi∆βl) = cos(2pi∆β¯)
sin(pi∆Cξ)
sin(pi∆ξ)
(
sin(pi∆ξ)+
tan
(
pi∆
C
2
ξ
)
cos(pi∆ξ)
)
≈ cos(2pi∆β¯) sin(pi∆Cξ)
sin(pi∆ξ)
,
where the approximation is valid for ∆ ≤ 1/(2Cξ). Since
for ∆ > 1
/
(2Cξ) the amplitude of these terms is small, this
approximation can be utilized for all ∆ ≥ 0. Therefore, for
odd C, Eζ¯(∆,Γ) is given in Eq. (14), and for even C the result
is similar, and can be approximated with Eq. (14).
APPENDIX C
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION OF GAUSSIAN QUADRATIC
FORM
In this appendix, we give the characteristic function of
general real valued quadratic function in the form
y = xTQx,
where Q is a positive definite matrix in RN×N , and x is a
multivariate Gaussian in RN of components xi with mean x¯
and positive definite covariance Σ. The characteristic function
of y is given by
ψ(ω) =
exp
(
− 12 x¯TΣ−1
(
I − (I − j2ωQΣ)−1
)
x¯
)
|I − j2ωQΣ|2 , (23)
where | · | denotes matrix determinant, and I is the identity
matrix in RN×N . This expression can be deduced from the
more general form for complex multivariate Gaussian case
derived by Turin [43].
For the purposes of this paper, we are interested in the
distribution of y for Q = I and diagonal covariance matrix
Σ = diag{σ21 , · · · , σ2N} (xi are uncorrelated). First, suppose
x¯ 6= 0, then we have
ψ(ω) =
N∏
i=1
exp
(
jωx¯2i
1−j2ωσ2i
)
(1− j2ωσ2i )
1
2
, (24)
where x¯i are the components of x¯. If xi have identical vari-
ances, i.e. Σ = σ2I , we have characteristic function of non-
central chi-square distribution with non-centrality parameter
µ =
∑
x¯2i of N degrees of freedom. Second, suppose that
x¯ = 0, then Eq. (24) simplifies to the characteristic function
of sum of N independent Gamma variates with equal shape
parameter 1/2 and different scale parameters (2σ2i ). Infinite
series representation of the distribution of such a variate has
been derived by Moschopoulos [44]. If we also suppose that
Σ = σ2I , then we reach the characteristic function of a
Gamma variate with shape parameter N/2 and scale parameter
(2σ2), which is equivalent to central chi-square distribution of
N degrees of freedom.
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